Selection of higher molecular weight genomic DNA for molecular diagnosis from formalin-fixed material.
The patterns of DNA degradation in frozen, methanol-fixed, and formalin-fixed tissues were investigated by high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC). The chromatograms all yielded one major peak with or without several extra minor peaks representing molecular weights of preserved genomic DNA. The most characteristic differences were in the retention times of the major peaks, with the earliest major peak occurring in the formalin-fixed tissues, and followed by the methanol-fixed, and frozen tissue samples, in that order. This means that the molecular weight of the DNA from formalin-fixed tissue is much shortened than that recovered from methanol-fixed tissue and frozen tissue. The results also indicated that a small amount of higher molecular weight DNA is still preserved in formalin-fixed tissues. To improve the amplification efficiency of polymerase chain reaction (PCR) analysis of formalin-fixed material, we isolated the higher molecular weight DNA from formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded tissue from four different organs and compared the amplification efficiencies with those of the crude DNA extract. We used eight sets of oligonucleotide primers producing 262 to 989 base pair (bp) fragments of beta-globin. The results showed that the PCR amplification analyses were more efficient with the isolated higher molecular weight DNA than with the crude DNA extract. Our study demonstrated that not all the DNA in formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded tissue samples is totally degraded but that a small amount of higher molecular weight DNA persists. The feasibility of molecular diagnosis using formalin-fixed material can be improved by isolating the preserved higher molecular weight DNA by HPLC.